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QUESTION 1

An organization is designing the following two Mule applications that must share data via a common persistent object
store instance: 

-Mule application P will be deployed within their on-premises datacenter. 

-

 Mule application C will run on CloudHub in an Anypoint VPC. The object store implementation used by CloudHub is the
Anypoint Object Store v2 (OSv2). what type of object store(s) should be used, and what design gives both Mule
applications access to the same object store instance? 

A. 

Application P uses the Object Store connector to access a persistent object store Application C accesses this persistent
object store via the Object Store REST API through an IPsec tunnel 

B. 

Application C and P both use the Object Store connector to access the Anypoint Object Store v2 

C. 

Application C uses the Object Store connector to access a persistent object Application P accesses the persistent object
store via the Object Store REST API 

D. 

Application C and P both use the Object Store connector to access a persistent object store 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Correct answer is Application A accesses the persistent object store via the Object Store REST API
Application B uses the Object Store connector to access a persistent object * Object Store v2 lets CloudHub
applications store data and states across batch processes, Mule components and applications, from within an
application or by using the Object Store REST API. * On-premise Mule applications cannot use Object Store v2. * You
can select Object Store v2 as the implementation for Mule 3 and Mule 4 in CloudHub by checking the Object Store V2
checkbox in Runtime Manager at deployment time. * CloudHub Mule applications can use Object Store connector to
write to the object store * The only way on- premises Mule applications can access Object Store v2 is via the Object
Store REST API. * You can configure a Mule app to use the Object Store REST API to store and retrieve values from an
object store in another Mule app. 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A business process involves the receipt of a file from an external vendor over SFTP. The file needs to be parsed and its
content processed, validated, and ultimately persisted to a database. The delivery mechanism is expected to change in
the future as more vendors send similar files using other mechanisms such as file transfer or HTTP POST. 

What is the most effective way to design for these requirements in order to minimize the impact of future change? 

A. Use a MuleSoft Scatter-Gather and a MuleSoft Batch Job to handle the different files coming from different sources 

B. Create a Process API to receive the file and process it using a MuleSoft Batch Job while delegating the data save
process to a System API 

C. Create an API that receives the file and invokes a Process API with the data contained In the file, then have the
Process API process the data using a MuleSoft Batch Job and other System APIs as needed 

D. Use a composite data source so files can be retrieved from various sources and delivered to a MuleSoft Batch Job
for processing 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

*

 Scatter-Gather is used for parallel processing, to improve performance. In this scenario, input files are coming from
different vendors so mostly at different times. Goal here is to minimize the impact of future change. So scatter Gather is
not the correct choice. 

*

 If we use 1 API to receive all files from different Vendors, any new vendor addition will need changes to that 1 API to
accommodate new requirements. So Option A and C are also ruled out. 

*

 Correct answer is Create an API that receives the file and invokes a Process API with the data contained in the file,
then have the Process API process the data using a MuleSoft Batch Job and other System APIs as needed. Answer to
this question lies in the API led connectivity approach. 
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*

 API-led connectivity is a methodical way to connect data to applications through a series of reusable and purposeful
modern APIs that are each developed to play a specific role ?unlock data from systems, compose data into processes,
or deliver an experience. System API : System API tier, which provides consistent, managed, and secure access to
backend systems. Process APIs : Process APIs take core assets and combines them with some business logic to
create a higher level of value. Experience APIs : These are designed specifically for consumption by a specific end-user
app or device. So in case of any future plans , organization can only add experience API on addition of new Vendors,
which reuse the already existing process API. It will keep impact minimal. 

 

QUESTION 3

A team would like to create a project skeleton that developers can use as a starting point when creating API
Implementations with Anypoint Studio. This skeleton should help drive consistent use of best practices within the team. 

What type of Anypoint Exchange artifact(s) should be added to Anypoint Exchange to publish the project skeleton? 

A. A custom asset with the default API implementation 

B. A RAML archetype and reusable trait definitions to be reused across API implementations 

C. An example of an API implementation following best practices 

D. a Mule application template with the key components and minimal integration logic 

Correct Answer: D 
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Explanation: * Sharing Mule applications as templates is a great way to share your work with other people who are in
your organization in Anypoint Platform. When they need to build a similar application they can create the mule
application using the template project from Anypoint studio. 

*

 Anypoint Templates are designed to make it easier and faster to go from a blank canvas to a production application.
They\\'re bit for bit Mule applications requiring only Anypoint Studio to build and design, and are deployable both on-
premises and in the cloud. 

*

 Anypoint Templates are based on five common data Integration patterns and can be customized and extended to fit
your integration needs. So even if your use case involves different endpoints or connectors than those included in the
template, they still offer a great starting point. Some of the best practices while creating the template project: - Define
the common error handler as part of template project, either using pom dependency or mule config file - Define common
logger/audit framework as part of the template project - Define the env specific properties and secure properties file as
per the requirement - Define global.xml for global configuration - Define the config file for connector configuration like
Http,Salesforce,File,FTP etc - Create separate folders to create DWL,Properties,SSL certificates etc - Add the
dependency and configure the pom.xml as per the business need 

-Configure the mule-artifact.json as per the business need 

 

QUESTION 4

A global organization operates datacenters in many countries. There are private network links between these
datacenters because all business data (but NOT metadata) must be exchanged over these private network
connections. 

The organization does not currently use AWS in any way. 

The strategic decision has Just been made to rigorously minimize IT operations effort and investment going forward. 

What combination of deployment options of the Anypoint Platform control plane and runtime plane(s) best serves this
organization at the start of this strategic journey? 

A. MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane CloudHub Shared Worker Cloud in multiple AWS regions 

B. Anypoint Platform - Private Cloud Edition Customer-hosted runtime plane in each datacenter 

C. MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane Customer-hosted runtime plane in multiple AWS regions 

D. MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane Customer-hosted runtime plane in each datacenter 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Correct answer is MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane Customer-hosted runtime plane in each datacenter
There are two things to note about the question which can help us figure out correct answer.. * Business data must be 

exchanged over these private network connections which means we can not use MuleSoft provided Cloudhub option.
So we are left with either customer hosted runtime in external cloud provider or customer hosted runtime in their own 

premises. As customer does not use AWS at the moment. Hence that don\\'t have the immediate option of using
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Customer-hosted runtime plane in multiple AWS regions. hence the most suitable option for runtime plane is Customer-
hosted 

runtime plane in each datacenter * Metadata has no limitation to reside in organization premises. Hence for control
plane MuleSoft hosted Anypoint platform can be used as a strategic solution. 

Hybrid is the best choice to start. Mule hosted Control plane and Customer hosted Runtime to start with.Once they
mature in cloud migration, everything can be in Mule hosted. 

 

QUESTION 5

An IT integration tram followed an API-led connectivity approach to implement an order- fulfillment business process. It
created an order processing AP that coordinates stateful interactions with a variety of microservices that validate,
create, and fulfill new product orders 

Which interaction composition pattern did the integration architect who designed this order processing AP| use? 

A. Orchestration 

B. Streaming 

C. Aggregation 

D. Multicasting 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 

An organization deploys multiple Mule applications to the same customer -hosted Mule runtime. Many of these Mule
applications must expose an HTTPS endpoint on the same port using a server-side certificate that rotates often. 

What is the most effective way to package the HTTP Listener and package or store the server-side certificate when
deploying these Mule applications, so the disruption caused by certificate rotation is minimized? 
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A. Package the HTTPS Listener configuration in a Mule DOMAIN project, referencing it from all Mule applications that
need to expose an HTTPS endpoint Package the server- side certificate in ALL Mule APPLICATIONS that need to
expose an HTTPS endpoint 

B. Package the HTTPS Listener configuration in a Mule DOMAIN project, referencing it from all Mule applications that
need to expose an HTTPS endpoint. Store the server-side certificate in a shared filesystem location in the Mule
runtime\\'s classpath, OUTSIDE the Mule DOMAIN or any Mule APPLICATION 

C. Package an HTTPS Listener configuration In all Mule APPLICATIONS that need to expose an HTTPS endpoint
Package the server-side certificate in a NEW Mule DOMAIN project 

D. Package the HTTPS Listener configuration in a Mule DOMAIN project, referencing It from all Mule applications that
need to expose an HTTPS endpoint. Package the server- side certificate in the SAME Mule DOMAIN project Go to Set 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

In this scenario, both A and C will work, but A is better as it does not require repackage to the domain project at all. 

Correct answer is Package the HTTPS Listener configuration in a Mule DOMAIN project, referencing it from all Mule
applications that need to expose an HTTPS endpoint. Store the server-side certificate in a shared filesystem location in
the 

Mule runtime\\'s classpath, OUTSIDE the Mule DOMAIN or any Mule APPLICATION. 

What is Mule Domain Project? 

*

 A Mule Domain Project is implemented to configure the resources that are shared among different projects. These
resources can be used by all the projects associated with this domain. Mule applications can be associated with only
one domain, but a domain can be associated with multiple projects. Shared resources allow multiple development
teams to work in parallel using the same set of reusable connectors. Defining these connectors as shared resources at
the domain level allows the team to: - Expose multiple services within the domain through the same port. - Share the
connection to persistent storage. - Share services between apps through a well-defined interface. - Ensure consistency
between apps upon any changes because the configuration is only set in one place. 

*

 Use domains Project to share the same host and port among multiple projects. You can declare the http connector
within a domain project and associate the domain project with other projects. Doing this also allows to control thread
settings, keystore configurations, time outs for all the requests made within multiple applications. You may think that one
can also achieve this by duplicating the http connector configuration across all the applications. But, doing this may
pose a nightmare if you have to make a change and redeploy all the applications. 

*

 If you use connector configuration in the domain and let all the applications use the new domain instead of a default
domain, you will maintain only one copy of the http connector configuration. Any changes will require only the domain to
the redeployed instead of all the applications. You can start using domains in only three steps: 1) Create a Mule Domain
project 2) Create the global connector configurations which needs to be shared across the applications inside the Mule
Domain project 3) Modify the value of domain in mule-deploy.properties file of the applications 
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Use a certificate defined in already deployed Mule domain Configure the certificate in the domain so that the API proxy
HTTPS Listener references it, and then deploy the secure API proxy to the target Runtime Fabric, or on-premises target.
(CloudHub is not supported with this approach because it does not support Mule domains.) 

 

QUESTION 7

An integration Mute application is being designed to process orders by submitting them to a backend system for offline
processing. Each order will be received by the Mute application through an HTTPS POST and must be acknowledged
immediately. Once acknowledged, the order will be submitted to a backend system. Orders that cannot be successfully
submitted due to rejections from the backend system will need to be processed manually (outside the backend system). 

The Mule application will be deployed to a customer-hosted runtime and is able to use an existing ActiveMQ broker if
needed. 

The backend system has a track record of unreliability both due to minor network connectivity issues and longer
outages. 

What idiomatic (used for their intended purposes) combination of Mule application components and ActiveMQ queues
are required to ensure automatic submission of orders to the backend system, while minimizing manual order
processing? 

A. An On Error scope Non-persistent VM ActiveMQ Dead Letter Queue for manual processing 

B. An On Error scope MuleSoft Object Store ActiveMQ Dead Letter Queue for manual processing 

C. Until Successful component MuleSoft Object Store ActiveMQ is NOT needed or used 

D. Until Successful component ActiveMQ long retry Queue ActiveMQ Dead Letter Queue for manual processing 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Correct answer is using below set of activities Until Successful component ActiveMQ long retry Queue
ActiveMQ Dead Letter Queue for manual processing We will see why this is correct answer but before that lets
understand few of the concepts which we need to know. Until Successful Scope The Until Successful scope processes
messages through its processors until the entire operation succeeds. Until Successful repeatedly retries to process a
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message that is attempting to complete an activity such as: - Dispatching to outbound endpoints, for example, when
calling a remote web service that may have availability issues. - Executing a component method, for example, when
executing on a Spring bean that may depend on unreliable resources. - A sub-flow execution, to keep re- executing
several actions until they all succeed, - Any other message processor execution, to allow more complex scenarios. How
this will help requirement : Using Until Successful Scope we can retry sending the order to backend systems in case of
error to avoid manual processing later. Retry values can be configured in Until Successful Scope Apache ActiveMQ It is
an open source message broker written in Java together with a full Java Message Service client ActiveMQ has the
ability to deliver messages with delays thanks to its scheduler. This functionality is the base for the broker redelivery
plug-in. The redelivery plug-in can intercept dead letter processing and reschedule the failing messages for redelivery.
Rather than being delivered to a DLQ, a failing message is scheduled to go to the tail of the original queue and
redelivered to a message consumer. How this will help requirement : If backend application is down for a longer duration
where Until Successful Scope wont work, then we can make use of ActiveMQ long retry Queue. The redelivery plug-in
can intercept dead letter processing and reschedule the failing messages for redelivery. Mule Reference:
https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/4.3/migration-core- until-successful 

 

QUESTION 8

An integration team follows MuleSoft\\'s recommended approach to full lifecycle API development. 

Which activity should this team perform during the API implementation phase? 

A. Validate the API specification 

B. Use the API specification to build the MuleSoft application 

C. Design the API specification 

D. Use the API specification to monitor the MuleSoft application 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A mule application is required to periodically process large data set from a back-end database to Salesforce CRM using
batch job scope configured properly process the higher rate of records. 

The application is deployed to two cloudhub workers with no persistence queues enabled. 

What is the consequence if the worker crashes during records processing? 

A. Remaining records will be processed by a new replacement worker 

B. Remaining records be processed by second worker 

C. Remaining records will be left and processed 

D. All the records will be processed from scratch by the second worker leading to duplicate processing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10
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Mule application A receives a request Anypoint MQ message REQU with a payload containing a variable-length list of
request objects. Application A uses the For Each scope to split the list into individual objects and sends each object as a
message to an Anypoint MQ queue. 

Service S listens on that queue, processes each message independently of all other messages, and sends a response
message to a response queue. 

Application A listens on that response queue and must in turn create and publish a response Anypoint MQ message
RESP with a payload containing the list of responses sent by service S in the same order as the request objects
originally sent in REQU. 

Assume successful response messages are returned by service S for all request messages. 

What is required so that application A can ensure that the length and order of the list of objects in RESP and REQU
match, while at the same time maximizing message throughput? 

A. Use a Scatter-Gather within the For Each scope to ensure response message order Configure the Scatter-Gather
with a persistent object store 

B. Perform all communication involving service S synchronously from within the For Each scope, so objects in RESP
are in the exact same order as request objects in REQU 

C. Use an Async scope within the For Each scope and collect response messages in a second For Each scope in the
order In which they arrive, then send RESP using this list of responses 

D. Keep track of the list length and all object indices in REQU, both in the For Each scope and in all communication
involving service Use persistent storage when creating RESP 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Correct answer is Perform all communication involving service S synchronously from within the For Each
scope, so objects in RESP are in the exact same order as request objects in REQU : Using Anypoint MQ, you can
create two types of queues: Standard queue These queues don\\'t guarantee a specific message order. Standard
queues are the best fit for applications in which messages must be delivered quickly. FIFO (first in, first out) queue
These queues ensure that your messages arrive in order. FIFO queues are the best fit for applications requiring strict
message ordering and exactly-once delivery, but in which message delivery speed is of less importance Use of FIFO
queue is no where in the option and also it decreased throughput. Similarly persistent object store is not the preferred
solution approach when you maximizing message throughput. This rules out one of the options. Scatter Gather does not
support ObjectStore. This rules out one of the options. Standard Anypoint MQ queues don\\'t guarantee a specific
message order hence using another for each block to collect response wont work as requirement here is to ensure the
order. Hence considering all the above factors the feasible approach is Perform all communication involving service S
synchronously from within the For Each scope, so objects in RESP are in the exact same order as request objects in
REQU 

 

QUESTION 11

Which role is primarily responsible for building API implementation as part of a typical MuleSoft integration project? 

A. API Developer 

B. API Designer 

C. Integration Architect 

D. Operations 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A rale limiting policy has been applied to a soap VI.2 API published in Clondhub. The API implementation catches errors
in a global error handler on error propagate in the main flow for HTTP: RETRY_EXHAUSTED with HTTP status set to
429 and any with the HTTP status set to 500. 

What is the expected H1TP status when the client exceeds the quota of the API calls? 

A. HTTP status 429 as defined in the HTTP:RETRY EXHAUSTED error handler in the API 

B. HTTP status 500 as defined in the ANY error handler in the API since an API:RETRY_EXHAUSTED will be
generated 

C. HTTP status 401 unauthorized for policy violation 

D. HTTP status 400 from the rate-limiting policy violation since the call does not reach the back-end 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A company wants its users to log in to Anypoint Platform using the company\\'s own internal user credentials. To
achieve this, the company needs to integrate an external identity provider (IdP) with the company\\'s Anypoint Platform
master organization, but SAML 2.0 CANNOT be used. Besides SAML 2.0, what single-sign-on standard can the
company use to integrate the IdP with their Anypoint Platform master organization? 

A. SAML 1.0 

B. OAuth 2.0 

C. Basic Authentication 

D. OpenID Connect 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

As the Anypoint Platform organization administrator, you can configure identity management in Anypoint Platform to set
up users for single sign-on (SSO). Configure identity management using one of the following single sign-on standards: 

1) OpenID Connect: End user identity verification by an authorization server including SSO 

2) SAML 2.0: Web-based authorization including cross-domain SSO 

 

QUESTION 14

A manufacturing company is planning to deploy Mule applications to its own Azure Kubernetes Service infrastructure. 
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The organization wants to make the Mule applications more available and robust by deploying each Mule application to
an isolated Mule runtime in a Docker container while managing all the Mule applications from the MuleSoft-hosted
control plane. 

What is the most idiomatic (used for its intended purpose) choice of runtime plane to meet these organizational
requirements? 

A. Anypoint Platform Private Cloud Edition 

B. Anypoint Runtime Fabric 

C. CloudHub 

D. Anypoint Service Mesh 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://blogs.mulesoft.com/dev-guides/how-to-tutorials/anypoint-runtime-fabric/ 

 

QUESTION 15

An organization has just developed a Mule application that implements a REST API. The mule application will be
deployed to a cluster of customer hosted Mule runtimes. 

What additional infrastructure component must the customer provide in order to distribute inbound API requests across
the Mule runtimes of the cluster? 

A. A message broker 

B. An HTTP Load Balancer 

C. A database 

D. An Object Store 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct answer is An HTTP Load Balancer. 

Key thing to note here is that we are deploying application to customer hosted Mule runtime. This means we will need
load balancer to route the requests to different instances of the cluster. 

Rest all options are distractors and their requirement depends on project use case. 
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